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Take an online Safari, see who you're iChatting with, or pack a Mac laptop
    

    Simply Mac-nificent — all the cool things your new Mac can do! This handy guide helps you make the most of every model. Find out how to use all the cool software that's included, start a GarageBand, download music and video to iTunes, brush up on Bluetooth, and a whole lot more. The fun begins right here!    

    Discover how to     

	Set up and configure your Mac     
	Go wireless with AirPort     
	Stay in touch using iChat AV     
	Edit and share your digital photos     
	Create and capture podcasts     
	Troubleshoot problems and protect your Mac


A word about the For Dummies franchise I’m now proud to be a part of. These books are built around the idea that all of us feel like dopes whenever we tackle something new, especially when the subject at hand (technology) reeks of a jargon-y stench.

I happen to know you don’t have a dummy bone in your body, and the publishers at Wiley know it too. Au contraire. (How dumb can you be if you speak French?) If anything, you’ve already demonstrated smarts by purchasing this book. You’re ready to plunge into the best computing environment I know of.

Because you’re so intelligent, you’re probably wondering “who is this guy asking me for 400 pages or so of my time?” Go ahead and read my bio, which appears just before the Table of Contents.

       About the Author
   Edward C. Baig writes a weekly technology column for USA TODAY and is co-host of the weekly USA TODAY's Talking Tech podcast. He also contributes other tech-related features, appears on radio and TV, and often moderates technology panels at trade shows.

Before joining the paper as a columnist and reporter in 1999, Ed spent six years at Business Week, where he wrote and edited stories about consumer tech, personal finance, collectibles, travel, and wine tasting. He received the Medill School of Journalism 1999 Financial Writers and Editors Award for his contributions to the “Business Week Investor Guide to Online Investing.” That came after a three-year stint at U.S. News & World Report, where Ed was the lead tech writer for the News You Can Use section but also dabbled in numerous other topics. Ed fondly remembers putting together features on baseball card investing, karaoke machines, and the odd things people collect, including Pez dispensers, vintage radios, and “magic” memorabilia.
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Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit DesignArtech House Publishers, 2010

	Radio frequency integrated circuits (RFICs) are the building blocks that enable every device from cable television sets to mobile telephones to transmit and receive signals and data. This newly revised and expanded edition of the 2003 Artech House classic, "Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit Design", serves as an up-to-date,...
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Distributed and Parallel Systems: In Focus: Desktop Grid ComputingSpringer, 2008
DAPSYS (International Conference on Distributed and Parallel Systems) is an international biannual conference series dedicated to all aspects of distributed and parallel computing. DAPSYS 2008, the 7th International Conference on Distributed and Parallel Systems was held in September 2008 in Hungary.
Distributed and...
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Microsoft Azure Cosmos DB Revealed: A Multi-Model Database Designed for the CloudApress, 2018

	The database space has been greatly dominated by relational database

	management systems (or RDBMSs) such as Microsoft® SQL Server or

	Oracle. This dominance was made possible in part by the wide range of

	solutions that can be built on top of those systems but also because of

	the powerful products that are available. There is,...
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Learning Informatica PowerCenter 9.xPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn the art of extracting data from disparate systems, integrating it using the leading data integration platform, and creating intelligent data centers for your business


	About This Book

	
		Learn the functionalities of each component in the Informatica PowerCenter tool and deploy them to accomplish...
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Apache Hive Essentials: Essential techniques to help you process, and get unique insights from, big data, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book takes you on a fantastic journey to discover the attributes of big data using Apache Hive.

	
		Key Features

		
			Grasp the skills needed to write efficient Hive queries to analyze the Big Data
	
			Discover how Hive can coexist and work with other tools within the Hadoop...
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IBM EServer Certification Study Guide - Pseries Aix System SupportIBM Press, 2001
This redbook is designed as a study guide for professionals wishing to prepare for the certification exam to achieve: IBM eserver Certified Specialist - pSeries AIX System Support. The system support certification validates a broad scope of AIX problem determination and resolution skills and the ability to perform general AIX software system...
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